ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Spinosad (a mixture of spinosyn A and spinosyn D) ..................0.015%
OTHER INGREDIENTS: .....99.985%
TOTAL: .............................100.000%

RAID MAX ® LIQUID ANT BAIT
DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN OR PETS TO PLAY WITH
BAIT STATIONS.
CAUTION: See outer package for additional
precautionary statements and complete directions.

Net Cont 0.25 fl oz
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REGISTERED PRODUCT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Size</th>
<th>Required Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area of Front Label or Panel</td>
<td>1.776in²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN (Capital Letters): 6.0pt | 6 pt |

SIGNAL WORD (Capital Letters): 6.0pt | 6 pt |

Storage & Disposal Header: N/A | 6 pt |

Smallest font (All other text): 6.0pt | 6 pt |

Fonts Meet 3:1 Ratio or Larger (The Ratio of a letter’s height to width based on capital “N”): YES

Fonts Meet Visual Contrast Needs: Contrast must be no less than a 70% value difference between black and white: YES

SCJ TECHNICAL INFORMATION

SCJ Specification #: TR1774288
Format/Size: 4 item
Reference #: -
FERT #: 321905
Material Master (MM) #: 1112210

ARTWORK

Trident Reference:
No: SCJ408730
Zen Ref: TR1775095
Description: Raid Crawling Insect Killer Baits-Traps
Variant: Raid Max Liquid Ant Baits-4CT/12 US Bottom Label
Action: D / HO
Date: 02/24/20
Country: USA

Colours Changed at Action A: 0

Master Ref: SCJ408541
Formula No: N/A
Printer: MCC/WS. (Neenah, WI - USA)

Technical & Non Printing Items

Cutter (Do Not Print) Guides (Do Not Print)

Colours (Front)

BARCODE INFO

Barcode Type: UPC 12
Magnification: 100%
Truncated By: 0.0 mm
Full Height: 26.2 mm
Bar Height: 22.9 mm
BIWR: 76 microns

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD THIS ARTWORK BE ALTERED WITHOUT PRIOR PERMISSION FROM TRIDENT.

STUDIO USE ONLY

Sm•Art check results: G=1; O=9; R=0; - RK - 01/06/20 14:52:08
Customer Ref: 8* 187811

**TECHNICAL DRAWING**

SCJ Drawing Ref: 8* 187811
Printer ref: Amcor
Zen Ref: TR1810995 SCJ413901
Description: Insect Control - Raid - Top Seal
Substrate: Grey
Date Drawn: 02/11/2020
Artist: Chris Nicholson

**ARTWORK**

Trident Reference:
No: SCJ408730
Zen Ref: TR1811688
Description: Raid Crawling Insect Killer Baits-Traps
Variant: Flexible Plastic Material - Top Seal
Action: B / HO
Date: 02/14/20
Country: USA
Colours Changed at Action A: 1
Master Ref: SCJ413901
Formula No: N/A
Printer: Amcor Flexible (Shelbyville, USA)
Technical & Non Printing Items:
- Cutter (Do Not Print)
- Guides (Do Not Print)
Colours (Front):

**REGISTERED PRODUCT**

Area of Front Label or Panel: 1.991in²
Required Size: 3in² or under

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN**

**SIGNAL WORD**

Storage & Disposal Header:

Storage & Disposal Header:

**Fonts Meet 3:1 Ratio or Larger**
(The Ratio of a letter's height to width based on capital “N”)

**Fonts Meet Visual Contrast Needs**
Contrast must be no less than a 70% value difference between black and white

**BARCODE INFO**

Barcode Type: N/A
Magnification: N/A
Truncated By: N/A
Full Height: N/A
Bar Height: N/A
Height: N/A

Please note that any low resolution paper Canon colour copies associated with this job should be referred to for content, layout and colour separation only.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD THIS ARTWORK BE ALTERED WITHOUT PRIOR PERMISSION FROM TRIDENT.
Kills the queen and colony
NO MESS

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN OR PETS TO PLAY WITH BAIT STATIONS

Keep out of reach of children. Do not let children handle or eat bait. Keep children and pets away from bait stations.

Keep bait on children or pets. Do not let children or pets eat bait. Do not let children or pets enter treated areas for 24 hours. Do not let children or pets touch treated areas for 24 hours. 1. Separate bait stations before placement. Peel off and dispose of activation tape. 2. For best results, place bait stations where you see ants in and around your home. If ants are found in more than two places, call a pest control service. 3. Avoid setting the bait station in direct sun to decrease evaporation of the bait solution. 4. When ant problem is controlled, remove bait station and dispose of to storage and disposal instructions. 5. Do not allow children or pets to play with bait stations.

Use sites:
- Under kitchensinks
- Corners of rooms
- Near plumbing fixtures
- Corners of cabinets
- Under and behind places ants are found
- On windowsills

Storage and disposal:
- Non-refillable. Do not reuse or refill the bait station. Call 800-558-5252 weekdays 9-9 Eastern Time.
- IF PARTIALLY FILLED: Call your local solid waste agency [or call 800-529-3394] for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.
- When ant problem is controlled, remove bait station and dispose of according to the storage and disposal instructions. 6. When ant problem is controlled, remove bait station and dispose of.

About S.C. Johnson:
- A family company since 1886
- EPA Reg. No. 67702-57-4822
- 1114902
- S.C. Johnson will refund the purchase reflected on an original receipt. Offer limited to 1 refund per household. Visit www.raid.com for details.

Customer Ref: 8187851

Artist: ROBB KOTTMYER
Date drawn: TR1774289 SCJ408543

Description:
Insect Control - Raid - Carton

J.P. Johnson, Inc.

Printed in USA

Storage & Disposal:
Non-refillable. Do not reuse or refill the bait station. Call 800-558-5252 weekdays 9-9 Eastern Time.
RAID MAX® LIQUID ANT BAIT

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN OR PETS TO PLAY WITH BAIT STATIONS.

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:

Spinosad (a mixture of spinosyn A and spinosyn D) ..................0.015%

OTHER INGREDIENTS: .....99.985%

TOTAL: .............................100.000%

EPA Reg. No. 67702-57-4822

EPA Est. No. 56207-WI-002

RAID MAX ® LIQUID ANT BAIT

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN OR PETS TO PLAY WITH BAIT STATIONS.

CAUTION:                                 See outer package for additional
precautionary statements and complete directions.

Net Cont 0.25 fl oz
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